Adventurous and entrepreneurial
Englishmen known as the Wild
Men of Borneo formed The Borneo
Company Limited in 1856 (or
2399 according to the Thai solar
calendar known as Suriyakati
which counts from the year of
the Buddha’s birth 543 years
before Christ) initially to develop,
or some say exploit, the natural
resources of Borneo. The world’s
third largest island at 290,000
square miles (750,000 square
kilometers), Borneo is cradled by
the Indonesian archipelago in
the Java Sea. Over the company’s
hundred plus years of existence,
its activities extended to other
islands in that archipelago now
unified as Indonesia as well as the
Malayan Peninsula, China and to
the kingdom of Thailand, then
known to foreigners as Siam.
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A Chronology of
The Borneo Company
YEAR
1855 (2398)	�������������Bowring Treaty - The British came to the Lanna territory. The organization of
teak operation in Thailand began.
1856 (2399)	�������������The Borneo Company Limited was founded by James Brooke and officially
incorporated on 8th May in London
1862 (2405)	������������The Borneo Company made the introduction between Anna Leonowens,
along with her two children Louis and Selina, to the King of Siam.
1867 (2410)	�������������Arrival of Daniel McGilvary, the noted Missionary who founded the first
Presbyterian mission in Chiang Mai.
1875 (2418) 	������������The arrival of Dr. Cheek, one of the most colourful missionary in Chiang Mai’s
history. He managed the agency for the Borneo Company in Chiang Mai. Mr.
Louis T. Leonowens was contracted at that time by the Borneo Company and
controlled Pak-num Po and Raheng Districts.

Old map of Chiang Mai, 1900 (2443).

1882 (2425)	������������Danish Captain H.N. Anderson - Traded teak wood in Liverpool - Many
companies such as the Siam Forest Industry Co.Ltd. & Bombay Burma Co.Ltd.
gained from wood trading. At this time the Borneo Company took interest in
Chiang Mai to enter this very competitive market.

1903 (2446)	������������William Bain set foot in Chiang Mai, where he worked for the Borneo
Company, first as a forestry assistant, then as a fully fledged “Teak Wallah”.

1885 (2428)	������������Establishment of the British Consulate in Chiang Mai by Edward B. Gull and
Prince Bhichitprechakorn

1935 (2478)	������������William Bain purchases the compound of the Bombay Burma Trading
Corporation.

1896 (2429)	������������137 Pillars House as we now know it, originally stood on the west side of
the river but was moved by Louis to the Company’s land in the foreigner’s
enclave on the eastern banks of the River Ping.

1938 (2481)	�������������The Grand Opening of the Bangkok-Chiang Mai Railway - Designed by Prof.
M. J. Waidhayakorn Vorawan

1888 (2431)	�������������The Borneo Company built an office in Raheng (now called Tak), the teak
columns of which are now held by The Siam Society, Under Royal Patronage.

1940-1945	��������������WWII
(2484-2488)

1889 (2432)	������������The Borneo Company opened their Chiang Mai office in Akon Teng’s premises

1946 (2498)	������������Borneo stopped forest industry organization - More than 200 types in
warehouse, - Christina Bain

1890 (2433)	������������Dr. Cheek built the teak bridge with Louis T. Leonowens with his assistant
C.L.H. Charlesdenot using machines imported from USA.

1958 (2501)	�������������William Bain died of cancer leaving his estate to Jack, who was still working
for the Borneo Company as a Forestry Manager at that time.

1891 (2434)	�������������The Borneo Company employed officers from Bago (formerly Pegu) in Burma.

1960 (2503)	�������������Nationalisation ended foreign leases forcing the Borneo Company out of its
teak operation in Thailand

1893 (2436)	������������The new house for the Borneo Company’s manager on West Bank of River
Ping by the old Chief’s Palace is completed and occupied by L.T. Leonowens

2011 (2554)	������������� Jack Bain, the son of William, founds the Wat Gate Khar Rham Museum
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Memories of days gone by...

Bainniwas July 20th, 2009
When I think about the days of my childhood, I have fond memories and feelings for the big
old house that we used to live in. My father tells me that I was born the same year that my
grandfather passed away. If only I could remember...
I do remember our home where we lived in the old days. We had a large family and plenty of
relatives living nearby. My home was on a distant street, away from the main road, which ran
parallel to Ping River, near Nawarat bridge or Charoenraj Road. My home was next to the land of
a large family. There was a road circling all of our land. There was also a street passing through
Kaew Road and Bumrungraj Road. Near the front of the land was a road passing through Bain
Compound and the Bainniwas area, which used to be the location of the Borneo Company. There
was a single storied office building just to the right of the entrance of the road. In the back of the
building was an old wooden house. This was the old office of the Borneo Company. At the back
of the wooden house was a large room about 3 x 4 square meters, which was built from cement
and had only a single door. My father said it was the company’s safe at the time. Next to the side
of the building was an antique wooden home where the employees lived.
There was also a house that my family and I called ‘Black House’ (Baan Dum) which was a IndoPortuguese style house. It had a high platform with more than 100 wooden columns. This ‘Black
House’ was rented by a mysterious foreigner, so we, as children dared not enter. On the left side
of the entrance to the road was a home, which was owned by my mother’s two sisters. They
always rented this home to foreigners. Next to this house was a fence with a small gate that
opened into the back yard of Aunt’s house. Lady Palm trees (Ton Jung) were planted all along
the right side of the road. Sometimes, we would take dried stalk from the palm tree to make a
walking stick for our adventures in this magical land. Our main house on the estate was on this
side of the road.
Leading up to the house, was a big Mimosa tree (Ton Chamcha) to the left of the door and inside
was our Colonial style house. There was a stable behind the house. The house itself was half
cement, half wood and one and a half stories tall. The Borneo manager lived in this lovely house.
This house is also where my grandmother raised my father. And today, this home is where I live
with my family.
This area is where I think it is most beautiful. There was a fence all around this area. I lived at
the back of the Colonial house, which is located between yet another house and the edge of the
Bainniwas area. There was a wood between those two areas and next door to the home where I
lived, there were three small high-platform houses, which my father built for rental.
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At the side of our large piece of land, there was a street that passed through Nawarat Road or as
we called it, the road in front of “Prince School”. On both sides of the street was a quiet field and
thus a little scary. Very few people walked by this field and the adults in our family didn’t want
us to walk by it if they were not with us.
All the young children in our large family would come to play together at the end of every long
school semester. Sometimes, relatives from Bangkok would also travel to Chiang Mai at the end
of the school term as well.
At times, when my brother and sisters and I would play with our cousins, we would enter the
back of ‘Baan Dum’ by crawling under the fence. Other times, we would enter near the front of
Aunt Christina’s house, which was located on the left side of our large piece of land. I think this
was also where the Borneo Company’s old squash court was located.
Aunt Ann’s house was located at the back of Aunt Christina’s house, which had a door to ‘Baan
Dum.’ Ann’s house was next to the canal. There was also a small stream that was only about
1.5 meters wide. In the water, you could see the golden brown sand and groups of little garfish.
There was also a cluster of lovely Canna flowers (Ton Phuttha-raksa) along the edge of the
stream.
Leading from the stream, was a small clay road that ran to the backdoor of Baan Dum. Near the
backdoor was a large Mimosa tree and a huge pile of sand. Behind the Mimosa tree were many
large and small trees. In the middle of this group of trees, we kept a chicken coop.
I remember I liked to swing from some old tires tied to a rope from the big tree down into the
sand pile. This was the place where we would meet, hang out and inform each other what was
happening in our lives. At that time, I was the youngest in my whole family so I couldn’t play
with them. I could only follow, watch and try to keep up with them as they played.
Some days, we would play on Christina and Lee’s land (“Lee” may come from “Willy”) and meet
up at the big Mimosa tree and then separate into 2 groups. The first group entered the gate in
front of the building. The other group would enter from Aunt Christina’s house. Then, we would
meet by using mirrors and the sun’s reflection to signal where we were hiding.
The thing that we liked most about growing up at this place was going past Aunt Ann’s house.
We would cross the bridge and then have to pass her bedroom. However, we would have to be
very quiet because she had a hot temper and would get very angry with us if we made a loud
noise while she was resting or had a guest visiting. If we heard her cough, we would get scared
and run away quickly to escape a scolding.
We also liked to make “layer cakes”. We would dig up colorful clay from the ground, brown
sand, gray clay and orange laterite and then fill our cans with the clay. Then, we would turn the
cans upside down and get create beautiful clay “cake” desserts!

Every year at Christmas time, I would get so excited and happy to help decorate the Christmas
tree at Aunt Christina’s home. I loved the array of colors on the Christmas tree. Red, green, gold,
silver, all glittering in the light. It was so beautiful.
On Christmas Day, Aunt Christina would invite the whole family to her home and serve us
snacks while we watched movies all day. I remember once, there was an old Dracula movie in
black and white, using 16 mm film. I was so scared that I hid behind a chair while I watched it.
At night, a group of Christmas carolers would come to the front door and sing us Christmas
songs. We would always invite the singers inside and give them snacks and hot boiled rice.
Later, yet another group of singers would come to the house and we would invite them in as
well and enjoy Christmas together until the sun came up.
During the harvest season, there were many huge stacks of straw in the fields. My brother, sister,
and I would make a straw house near the fence between our real home and our father’s house
that he rented out. There, the children from the village would come to our straw ‘club house’
and join our ‘club’.
This area had many big trees, which were very much liked by foreigners and the main occupation
of the family was house rentals. Since we rented homes to many foreigners, missionaries and
professionals, the foreigner’s children would always come to play with us too. With a mix of
Thai and foreign children, our ‘club’ was very diverse and unique and we always had a lot of fun.
After school, we would all meet near the fence and then play basketball or some other games
together. Occasionally a foreigner renting a home would bring their child to us to babysit in the
afternoon. This was a big treat for us as we enjoyed watching the cute golden haired children
play. Sometimes, we were also offered hot sticky rice with a condensed milk as a snack. These
days, I rarely see this happen.
These days all the kids that used to play together are now grown up, are much older and have
children and grandchildren of their own. They sometimes come to visit me at my home and we
reminisce about the good old days and how much fun we had growing up around here.
When I fondly think about those golden years growing up, I still imagine being inside the
fenced area around Baan Dum. It was like a different world, a magical world where the kids in
our family spent so much time together. It was a fantasy world where we had so much fun that
time didn’t exist and we would often forget to eat lunch. It was a land of adventure where we
could escape from the adults and enjoy ourselves until the sun went down which signaled us it
was time to return home. Then, we would all slip under the fence and return to our homes and
back to reality….
When I think of those times, it is almost as if I could return to that magical world again....

Speaking of desserts, Aunt Christina made the most delicious pudding. Even now, I can’t find
anyone who can make a pudding quite like Aunt Christina, which was yet another reason why
I loved playing around her house.

Praneet Bain Chaerdjareewattananan
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“A

dventurous and entrepreneurial Englishmen
known as the Wild Men of Borneo formed The

Borneo Company Limited in 1856 (or 2399 according
to the Thai solar calendar known as Suriyakati which
counts from the year of the Buddha’s birth 543 years
before Christ) initially to develop, or some say exploit,
the natural resources of Borneo. The world’s third
largest island at 290,000 square miles (750,000 square
kilometers), Borneo is cradled by the Indonesian
archipelago in the Java Sea. Over the company’s
hundred plus years of existence, its activities extended
to other islands in that archipelago now unified as
Indonesia as well as the Malayan Peninsula, China and
to the kingdom of Thailand, then known to foreigners

”

as Siam.
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Origins of the Company

The founder and first leader of these men, James Brooke was
born in Bath, England in 1803 (2346). Brooke first arrived
in Borneo on August 15, 1839 (2382) by his father’s 140-ton
schooner called Royalist having already explored Burma,
visited China and survived a shipwreck in India on earlier
voyages. The island was under the authority of the Sultan
of Brunei and the locals called it Sarawak. Headhunting and
tribal warfare proliferated but Brooke and others like him
were attracted by these dangers and to the island’s exoticisms.
In 1841 (2384), the Sultan granted James Brooke authority
over the region for his help in protecting Sarawak against
rebellious pirates. Six years later, Brooke also assumed the title
of Consul General to facilitate trade between Sarawak and
Britain. Brooke and his compatriots wasted no time carrying
out their royally decreed development rights to “take over and
work Mines, Ores, Veins, Seams of all descriptions of Minerals
in the Island of Borneo and to barter or sell the produce of such
workings” despite challenging conditions including snakes,
crocodiles and smallpox.

Right page:
James Brooke, founder of
Sarawak, and the first
‘White Rajah’
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“T

he Borneo Company Limited does not limit its
operations to Borneo and would appear to have

about as legitimate a claim… as those Catholic prelates
have, who being appointed by the Pope to the spiritual
supervision of heathen communities often unexplored
and dangerous to visitors, are dignified by the title of
Bishop or Vicar Apostolic of the district marked on
the map as their see... If, for instance, the Pope were to
appoint a bishop to Borneo… the right reverend father
would enter upon his functions if he possibly could.
If he could not, he would take under his episcopal
charge Siam, Singapore, Calcutta, China or whatever

”

other places might suit his fancy.
The first Singapore office, a hundred years
ago – very different from the imposing building
standing there today.

Borneo offered up a wealth of natural resources much in demand to an industrializing Britain
and its European neighbors such as teakwood and coal. Trading was organized out of nearby
Singapore and The Borneo Company Limited was officially incorporated on 8 May 1856 (2399)
in London as a limited liability company. While the jungles of Borneo were lush with natural
treasures, John Harvey, its managing director in London was quoted only two years later in the
Hong Kong Daily News expressing the Company’s far broader manifest destiny:

14
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The Company and
the Kingdom of Siam

The Company ventured forth across the Far East with this near religious fervor. In April 1855
(2398), the Queen’s representative in China signed the Bowring Treaty with Thailand’s King
Mongkut recognizing one another’s national sovereignty and pledging to open trade between
the two kingdoms. On the “first day of the rising moon of the ninth month in the year of the
big snake” which was July 1856 (2399), King Mongkut lifted an export ban on rice and The
Company’s trade began in earnest. By September of that same year, the Company received its
first correspondence, elegantly handwritten in English by the Thai king himself.
A letter written by
King Mongkut to
Samuel Gilfillan, the
Company’s manager in
Siam, in 1858.
His Majesty desires to
postpone an interview
through having to
attend a funeral.

The first Bangkok office, a hundred years ago.
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From the steam rice milling business and barge service along the Chao Praya River to banking
in Bangkok and purchasing pepper from Chantaboon province, the Company immersed itself
in Thai business affairs through personal relationships. These were often forged with the many
royally connected Thai men who had been sent to England and educated at Oxford. It was
no surprise then that King Mongkut should ask his intimates at the Company to find a tutor
for his own progeny. In response to that royal request in 1862 (2405) the Company made the
introduction between Anna Leonowens and the King of Siam.
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“W

e have learnt that the said Lady agree to
receive an only salary of $100 per month &

accept to live in this palace or nearest place hereof, I
am glad to heave her be our School Mastriss…When the
said Lady came here & on being the Mastriss of our

Anna Leonowens
(circa 1862)

English School would do good & be so active as her

Louis Leonowens

Schoolar might become in facility of language literature
quickly & the study of School might so increase as I

Romantic reinterpretations distract from the true, long-lasting cultural exchange brought
about by the Company’s introduction. In fact, Anna was born in 1834 (2377) as Anna Harriette
Crawford in Caernarvon, northeast Wales. Her father, a soldier, was killed in service in India
six years later. Ten years after that, Anna joined her mother in India where she fell in love with
Thomas Louis Leon Owens, though most scholarship incorrectly claims he held the title of
‘major’ when they met. They married in 1849 (2392) and had two children, Selina and Louis,
before Leonowens (as he had by then altered his family name) lost consciousness and died in
1859 (2402), probably not on a tiger hunt in Johore along the Malayan Peninsula as the story has
been fantastically woven over the ensuing years.

would see her labour heavier than what we expected,
myself will reward her some time or add her salary in

”

suitable portion.

Left penniless and with two children, Anna opened a school for officers’ children in Singapore.
It was her modest success here that attracted the attention of Company directors who upon
the royal request had undertaken to find a qualified Englishwoman tutor. Again the Company
received from the king a handwritten letter asking for English cough lozenges for himself and
to formally invite Anna to his court as follows:

18
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Over the next five years, Anna had a profound effect on Thai history though its impact would
not be felt immediately. Glorified to the point of fairytale in Margaret Landon’s book Anna and
the King of Siam, the true story was that of an unsophisticated yet intrepid Western woman
living alone in the formality of royal Thai circles. She struggled with local customs, declining to
answer his Highness’ sometimes penetrating questions, which were regarded as a sign of genuine
interest in Thai culture and is said to have rudely snubbed much of the Thai nobility. Still, the
job for which she was hired can be deemed a success. She left the kingdom in 1867 (2410), a year
before King Mongkut’s demise. Her lessons began to change the whole Thai nation when her
student Prince Chulalongkorn ascended the throne that same year. His enlightened initiatives
to abolish slavery throughout the Thai kingdom is considered to have been influenced by
lessons received in equality and liberty from Anna.
As King Chulalongkorn (also known as Rama V), her former student wasted no time recognizing
Anna’s contributions, inviting her now twenty-seven year old son Louis to join his Royal
Cavalry, which he did as a Captain in 1881 (2424). Two years later, the king signed into effect
the Treaty of Chiang Mai permitting foreigners to cut trees for commercial purposes in the Thai
forests which are all to this day under royal ownership. This allowed the Company, which had
long since established itself in the Sarawak timber trade, to become a Thai teak producer as
well. The Company now turned its attention to the vast teak forests of northern Thailand at the
time accessible from Bangkok only by six-week boat trip.

King Chulalongkorn (Rama V) with Queen Saowapha and their family.

King Chulalongkorn’s barge traversing
the Mae Ping river
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Foreigners’ Life in Chiang Mai

For those first Europeans, Chiang Mai in the 1880s offered glory and hardship in equal measure.
By royal decree, foreigners lived on the opposite side of the Ping River from the Thai people
whom they called “Siamese.” In the early years, foreign wives were not allowed to settle up
north. The men who rode elephants into the jungle to tame the wilderness for their own benefit
returned here to ‘civilized’ society with tennis, squash and polo to ease the strain of separation
from their homeland. A British consulate opened in Chiang Mai in 1884 (2427), which attested
to the burgeoning community and trade. After leaving the king’s cavalry in that same year,
Louis Leonowens joined the Company, first in Raheng (now called Tak) in 1886 (2429) then
opening its Chiang Mai office in 1889 (2432) and basking in a lifestyle far grander than what
might have been available to someone of his social standing back in England.

Chiang Mai’s original city wall.

The Company quickly established upcountry operations centered in Chiang Mai, meaning
“new city” which had been founded by King Mangrai in 1296 (1839), succeeding Chiang Rai
as the capital of the Lanna Kingdom, or literally “Kingdom of a Million Fields.” Lanna was a
prosperous trading center on the route from Yunnan in the south of China to the Burmese coast
and the Gulf of Martaban. Equally, the kingdom was renowned for its scholars and craftsmen.
A city wall was built to protect it from invading Burmese who nonetheless managed to occupy
the royal capital in 1558 (2101). Chiang Mai formally became part of the Thai kingdom in 1774
(2317) when King Taksin captured it back from the Burmese. As the unofficial capital of the
north of Thailand, Chiang Mai secured its position as second only in national importance to
Bangkok.
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Foreigners like Louis thrived in Chiang Mai. By 1898 (2441) records show around fifty foreigners
lived in the north of Thailand, most of them working the Company or equally enterprising
competitors like the Bombay Burmah Trading Corporation Limited, the Siam Forest Company
and L.T. Leonowens’ Company. That year, one well connected Thai and thirteen British teak
wallahs including Louis Leonowens gathered as they would have back home and founded
the Chiengmai Gymkhana Club on 40 acres of riverfront parkland, its stated mission “the
encouragement of sport in Northern Siam.” All fourteen men contributed sums to purchase the
land but according to the Club’s minutes, it was resolved at that first meeting:

Anna’s son, T. L. Leonowens (left), who spent some years
developing teak concessions for the Company in Northern Siam.
Later he founded the firm which bears his name today.

During Louis’ tenure as Superintendent for the Company in Chiang Mai, he opened the
Company’s office along the Ping River on January 24, 1896 (2439). Three sprawling teak houses,
each with more than 100 teak pillars were placed or built on this site. 137 Pillars House as we now
know it, originally stood on the west side of the river but was moved by Louis to the Company’s
land in the foreigner’s enclave on the eastern banks and he briefly lived here. The house served
as residence of the Company manager until 1927 (2470). Louis meanwhile remained in the
Company’s service in north Thailand until he resigned in December 1896 (2439), accused of
improper business dealings. According to local historians, Louis was described by his colleagues
as “impossible to deal with” though otherwise completely likeable. In 1905 (2448) Louis founded
his own eponymous trading concern that still operates out of Bangkok today.

24
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“T

hat Phya Song Suradej purchase the land in
question from the owners on behalf of the 14

original subscribers or purchasers at the price of Rs.
2,500. Phya Song Suradej being a Siamese subject, the
committee thus thought to escape the difficulties that
might arise if subjects of the Treaty Powers were to
figure as the purchases, seeing that apparently strictly
speaking foreigners can purchase land only within
treaty limits and that Chiang Mai is outside those

”

limits (The Chieng Mai Gymkhana Club 1989).

Horse racing, polo, golf, cricket, tennis and an
unknown activity called Bumble Puppy were
played regularly to pass the leisure time... and,
of course, plenty of parties, dancing and drinking.

By 1907 (2450) there were 91 members and all were foreign except Phya Song Suradej (sometimes
written ‘Suradet’), the King’s Commissioner in Chiang Mai. There was horse racing and polo,
golf, cricket, tennis, a now unknown activity called Bumble Puppy and of course parties,
dances and drinking. The Club also became the center of foreign women’s lives in the north, a
gathering place while their husbands spent months at a time deep in the jungle. The minutes of
the Chiengmai Gymkhana Club dated September 8, 1905 (2448) state: ‘Proposed for a ladies day
being held weekly at the club during the fine weather months. Mr. Wood requested to obtain
while down in Bangkok a tea set, comfortable chairs etc. for use on ladies days.’ Today, the sleepy
Gymkhana Club is open to men and women of all nationalities. Thailand’s oldest sporting club,
it remains a popular venue for the local and expatriate communities.

26
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Another important foreign community to establish itself in Chiang Mai began with American
Daniel McGilvary, the first missionary to reach the north from Bangkok in 1867 (2410) seeking
that “field where Christ was not preached.” This he found in Chiang Mai where Thais at first
gathered to gawk at his family, pointing fingers and calling out “kola” which is Burmese and
translated roughly as “one from across the sea.” In 1878 (2422), the Presbyterian missionary
helped to bring about King Chulalongkorn’s “Proclamation of Religious Toleration” which
granted religious tolerance in the Thai kingdom to all faiths. During his years doing God’s fieldwork, McGilvary traveled with Poo Sedaw, his trusty elephant and baggage carrier whom he
would feed from his own camp-table. Sedaw is a male elephant without tusks, in fact a rare
occurrence in nature. Together they ventured to establish missions across the North, including
Lampang (1885/2428), Chiang Rai (1897/2440) and Phitsanulok (1899/2442) when the
missionary was already 70 years old.
En route to the
teak forests;
as many as 600
elephants worked
for the Borneo
Company at
any one time.

Top left clockwise:
The first American hospital in Chiang
Mai in 1887 (2430); The original Railway
Terminus Hotel; Elephants taking a break
outside the Missionary Hall; Dara Academy,
the first mission boarding school for women
in Chiang Mai

McGilvary spread not only the gospel but also introduced modern medicine and education to
the region. In 1879 (2422), he recruited two female teachers from America and together they
founded the Dara Academy, the first mission boarding school for women in Chiang Mai. Other
missionaries also did important work specifically in medicine and education in these years.
Dr. McKean arrived in 1889 (2432) to manage the Christian Hospital, ‘a small wooden affair
on the west bank of the river,’ and also the leprosarium which he started in 1907 (2450) on an
island in the river. The Chiang Mai Boys’ School, the first of its kind, was started by a David
Collins, an American Presbyterian missionary in 1889 (2432). In the early years, the western
style curriculum was taught in the local kham muang language. Today the school, now called
Prince Royal’s College educates around 6000 students in English and Thai. Equally important,
the Chiang Mai Foreign Cemetery opened in 1898 (2441) alongside the Gymkhana Club. A gift
from Rama V, it is decreed that only foreigners may be buried here. As described on gravestones
still standing, jungle life challenged these first farang (local slang for foreigner) who made
Chiang Mai their chosen home.

McGilvary recruited one missionary, Dr. Cheek who arrived in Chiang Mai in 1875 (2418) but
quit the mission in 1884 (2427) and joined the Company, turning teak wallah. Cheek is credited
with building the original footbridge, made from teakwood of course, that crosses the Ping
River to Warorot Market, before Louis Leonowens replaced him at the Company’s helm. For the
Company, which had established its Chiang Mai headquarters in this unique house, held up by
137 teak pillars, the wood quickly became and remained its main business in Thailand.
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Company Business in Chiang Mai

Teak was then abundant not only in the surrounding forests but all around Chiang Mai, the
yellow bark tree with its light green leaves blossoming with white lacy flowers. The teak tree
takes around 80 to 100 years to grow to maturity, typically reaching 60 to 80 feet with a girth of
around seven feet. The tree was highly desirable to the Company and others like them primarily
for shipbuilding because it contains silica, which renders the trees insect proof. The work itself
was quite slow: a tree was selected and ‘girdled’ or ‘ring barked’ then the men waited two to
three years for it to die because living teak does not float and will split if used for furniture or
shipbuilding. Then it would typically take at least another two years just to reach Bangkok.

Elephants preparing teak logs to be transported to Bangkok
along the Mae Ping river.

While the modern traveler may find serious discomfort in both the destruction of vast tracts
of virgin forest and the conscription of animals to accomplish the most arduous labor, in its
time these were not only acceptable but welcomed eagerly in the name of progress. Elephants
played a pivotal role, first by extracting the felled trees from high up in the forest. Attended at
all times by a mahout and a footman, the usually gentle giants could maneuver paths that clung
precariously to the side of a mountain or bushwhack through dense jungle foliage as well as an
agile man and could be trained from the age of four. To this day, an elephant’s most important
human relationship is with the mahout who will live with his charge for years, developing
an innate cooperation and deep bonds of friendship. Having mastered commands from the
mahout, elephants typically worked from eighteen until fifty to sixty years of age, during the
months of June to December when weather permitted. For three days straight they worked
from early mornings until night with midday breaks in the shade or a nearby river to cool off,
followed by two days off to run loose in the jungle. As many as 600 elephants are said to have
worked for the Company, hauling then piling the teak logs onto rafts bound for Bangkok along
the Ping River and beyond.

Left clockwise:
Teak logs for collection;
Chansom bridge under construction;
the company boat at Mae Ping rapids
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“C

hiang Mai got busier during the later part
of King Rama III’s reign and the beginning of

King Rama IV’s. When the trading through waterways
between Chiang Mai and Bangkok was prosperous,
Wat Gate port became important for all boats from
different places which in turn made the area a
dwelling place for diverse ethnics merchants including
The Borneo Company which traded in teak. The

There is only one “machine” by which to extract teak from virgin
hillsides and float it down the river, and that is our old friend,
the elephant, who work the teak forests of Siam

natives were farmers who worked in their rice fields.
The worshippers at Wat Gate temple mentioned that
the back part of Wat Gate used to be a rice field and

During the hot season from March to May, elephants and mahouts rested in the jungle camps
while foreigners returned to the high life of Chiang Mai. When the rains began in June, everyone
reconvened in the jungle. The European in command of a given area built bamboo huts at
strategic distances from the main camp. As many as 20,000 logs passed through his command
during the season and several hundred elephants. He acted as the boss, doctor and veterinarian
to his local charges during those long months, his only contact with the broader world or in his
own language through a weekly mail runner from Chiang Mai and an occasionally working
radio. Romantic notions of jungle living abound but his daily existence began before sunrise
and was always filthy as he trekked sometimes miles between the teak trees under his purview.
He handled administrative matters in the afternoon and generally worked until 8pm.
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it stopped being used in 1961. This verifies what Uncle
Jack (Mr. Jarin Bain) said that he used to own the land
behind the temple and would rent it out to farmers
and divide the grain in half when it was harvested.
(Rice growing with half and half division of rice grain

”

between the grower and the owner)
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The Company into the
Twentieth Century

Despite hardships, the teak wallah life attracted a steady flow of intrepid men who craved the
jungle’s freedom and the work’s self-reliance. Though some Company men enlisted and lost
their lives in the First World War, it had relatively little affect on the Far East. The post war
years saw a drastic increase in the number of European men eager to seek their fortunes with the
Company in Singapore, Sarawak and Thailand. While WWI had little impact on life in Chiang
Mai, World War II virtually shut down the Company and forced foreigners out of Chiang Mai.
The British government evacuated wives and children in advance of the December 1941 (2484)
invasion of Thailand by the Japanese. On arrival, the Japanese commandeered the Company’s
Chiang Mai headquarters. Most of the Company’s Chiang Mai staff escaped to freedom by
walking to Burma. The Company’s foreign staff in Bangkok had it worse. Four hundred men
were interned on the banks of the Chao Praya River for nearly four years. Foreign leases of the
teak forests were suspended and by 1942 (2485) the Company ceased to operate in Thailand for
the war’s duration.
The post WWII years saw a regional boom in both rice and teak production, the Company’s
main interests in Thailand, but the corresponding upsurge in nationalist sentiment led to the
granting of teak concessions to Thai nationals. Such developments would eventually put the
Company out of these businesses. The Company had already sold its Chiang Mai headquarters
to William Bain. A Scotsman, Bain was born in Edinburgh and educated at Harrow. At age
twenty-one in 1903 (2446), he fled his family’s expectation for Chiang Mai where he joined the
Company first as a forestry assistant, then as a fully-fledged station manager. William met and
married a local Mon girl, and together they raised a family of two daughters and two sons. Upon
the deaths of his own two brothers, Bain inherited considerable wealth from his family’s estate
back in Britain, which he used to purchase land in Chiang Mai, first the entire compound of the
Bombay Burma Trading Corporation in 1935 (2478). He sold it back to them four years later,
making a handsome profit. Next he bought The Company’s thirty-acre (or as it is measured
locally, 120,000 rai) compound, reputedly for 20,000 Thai Baht, and moved his family into
company manager’s house.

The Bain boys attended missionary school, with Jack recalling how during logging seasons, he
could cross the Ping River stepping on floating logs without wetting his feet. The family, like
the British community as a whole prospered until the Japanese invasion. According to Bain’s
son Jack “When they marched into Chiang Mai, they announced that women and children
could carry on with their lives, but that all men would be taken to prison camps in the capital,
Bangkok. My father gave me what cash he had at hand and ordered me to flee to Chiang Rai,
from where many people walked to Kunming in southern China, to catch flights to west and
freedom.” Jack spent the war years on a tobacco plantation in Chiang Rai, returning home
after the war to learn that his mother had died “they say from a broken heart, following the
imprisonment of my father.” Jack was followed shortly thereafter by William, who had been
freed by British troops from his prison camp in Bangkok and resumed his position with the
Company. Jack followed his father to the Company as a trainee forestry manager. The Bains
moved back into their house, which has been looted of William Bain’s rare collection of Buddha
statues, bronze drums and household possessions.
According to Jack, the Company wished to re-install itself in its pre-war Chiang Mai
headquarters along the Ping riverfront. His father refused to sell but leased the property
including all the teakwood houses now numbering four back to the Company for the
remainder of their post war teak forest leases. Right up until the end of his life, Bain worked
for the Company, lastly as the paying agent, boating up and down the river between elephant
camps to distribute wages to the younger men. When Bain died of cancer in 1958 (2501) his four
children inherited the property. Full nationalization ended foreign leases altogether in 1960
(2503), forcing the Company out of the Thai teak business. Jack Bain spent twenty-two years
with the Company until the end of its teak operations then worked for the Siam City Bank for
nine years prior to his retirement.

The Verandah at the
Borneo Company house
at the end of the 19th
century.
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The Wat Gate Community

Top:
River life in Chiang Mai.
Bottom:
Taa Pae Road in 1917
(2465).

Kua Lek or the Chansom bridge in 1973.

In 2001 (2544), Jack learned the Wat Gate Khar Rham Temple, housed in a fine teak building
from 1796 (2339) when Chiang Mai was still a colony of Bangkok, was about to close down.
With his own funds, Jack organized thousands of historical items into the Wat Gate Khar Rham
Museum open daily from 8 a.m. – 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. – 4 p.m. Admission is free. The collection
ranges from coins dating back hundreds of years to an old gramophone with a Dinah Shore 78
rpm still on the turntable. Walls and shelves are crammed tightly with ancient farm tools and
pottery, antique drums, piles of rare fabric and period clothing some of which once belonged
to Chiang Mai royalty, Buddhist wood carvings and an extensive gallery of old Chiang Mai
photographs. Display cabinets were built with left over wooden coffin doors donated by the
Temple.
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The Wat Gate community, as the area of Chiang Mai once designated to foreigners is called,
continues to thrive around Jack’s museum. To the north of the temple sits a teakwood house
that belonged to the former Thai Prime Minister, Dr. Sukij Nimmanhemin and just south of that,
another teak residence almost 100 years old built in European, colonial style with fine, slatted
shutters affording both shade and air. Testament to the diversity of foreigners who gravitated
to this area, one also finds the Sikh community temple behind Wat Gate from the same period
as the European architecture. These days about 120 families worship here, mostly on Saturdays,
inside the prayer room with its gold and crimson canopy covering the high altar and holy
books. Replacing an earlier footbridge built by Dr. Cheek, a pedestrian footbridge known as
Sapan Khaek still crosses to Warorot Market at the spot where the Lanna Kings long ago had
their royal jetty and boathouse.
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137 Pillars House is Born

“O

n the first day, we met a very unusual real
estate broker. She drove us all around the city,

regaling us with spooky stories and ancient tales about
Chiang Mai. Then all of the sudden, she stopped and
pointed out a piece of land. My eyes focused through
the big old trees on a black wooden house. That house
was the most outstanding house I ever seen. I began to
walk towards it but before I could step on the land, the
broker said “No.” She would have to ask for the owner
first. For months after that we saw other land and row

”

houses but we did not find what I wanted.
For the current owners of 137 Pillars House, the story began when they sought a brief but
peaceful respite from the frenetic Thai capital. The northern town of Chiang Mai came to mind
for its laid back pace. “We’ve have always been attracted to its culture and history but it had
been such a long since we had visited Chiang Mai,” noted a family member during a recent
interview about the historic building’s elegant transformation. “So we decided to just pack a
couple of bags and buy a plane ticket. First we thought we were going to escape from Bangkok
for couple of days, but we stayed more than a week, visiting Buddhism temples and admiring
Chiang Mai’s amazing buildings”.
They did eventually return home but Chiang Mai lingered in their memory. In 2002 the family
began to hunt for a single, simple row house with long-term intentions to retire in Chiang Mai.
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“T

he black house kept coming back to my mind.
When we asked, the broker took us back and

we walked the land, which seemed too overgrown and
too big to build my small vacation home. The owner
came out from the crumbling house on stilts and we
got talking. It had been one year already since he first
put the land up for sale but people seemed afraid of
his black house hidden among the big trees. Instead
we were charmed but concerned out of respect to the
kingdom about buying what looked to us like a Thai
royal house. As we researched, we learned the true,
fascinating story of this house and the British Borneo
Company and we knew our family could share this

”

slice of Thai history with the world.

The importance and wealth of a property owner in Chiang Mai was often recognised by the size
of their Lanna style Thai houses, and in particular how many pillars (sao) the house had... the
more the pillars, the more important you were. Visiting journalists, impressed by the history
and beauty of the house, were curious to as why the Borneo house did not have a name. On one
occasion a publisher wanted to write about ‘the house with the most number of pillars’. So Jack
Bain decided to count the number of pillars which came to 137... and as noted in the old map of
Wat Gate, there is reference to ‘Baan 137 Sao’, which translates into 137 Pillars House.
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The East Borneo Suite showing
the bedroom and verandah,
dressing room and bathroom.
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For the current owners of 137
Pillars House, the story began
when Bangkok born Panida
Wongphanlert sought a brief but
peaceful respite from the frenetic
Thai capital. The northern town of
Chiang Mai came to mind for its
laid back pace. “I have always been
attracted to its culture and history
but it had been such a long since
I had visited Chiang Mai,” said
Panida during a recent interview
about the historic building’s
elegant transformation. “So I
decided to just pack a couple of
shirts and buy a plane ticket. First I
thought I was going to escape from
Bangkok for couple of days, but I
stayed more than a week, visiting
Buddhism temples and admiring
Chiang Mai’s amazing buildings”
explained the Harvard trained
architect. She did eventually
return home but Chiang Mai
lingered in her memory.

